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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

There are Ghosts in  
These Walls...
 

Work by Isaac Couch 

Opening Reception 
August 6th, 2023
4 - 7 P

On View Sundays in August
11 A - 2 P 

We are all haunted, whether it be our own personal or 
familial past or the systematic history of the country and 
beyond. The GHOSTS that occupy the gallery space 
are embodiments of ideas from the past that manifest 
themselves in the present. Take racism. Racism is built 
within the walls of the United States. It will never disappear 
but rather take new forms of being. It will manifest as a 
malicious poltergeist to terrorize us in our own home. 
Hauntings are not limited to systemic issues. You can look 
within yourself to find many of these occupants. What 
haunts you? Who haunts you..? These plaster bodies are 
empty vessels made for your projection. Recognize the 
ghost, call its name and exorcise it.

icouch.work
@icouch.work

IC4U  
(2023 Study)
Lamb skin, garment bag, plaster
29 x 14.5 in

Originally from Western KY, where corn is farmed and coal 
is mined, Isaac Couch has brought his southern perspective 
to the northern city of Chicago where he lives and works. 
After receiving a Bachelor’s degree in Merchandising 
Apparel and Textiles in 2019 from the University of Kentucky, 
he went on to earn his Masters of Design at SAIC in 2021. 
Following graduation, he was awarded the 2021 Luminarts 
Fashion Fellowship, the 2021 Fashion Council Fellowship, 
and is currently the 2023-24 Arts Club of Chicago Fellow.
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